PATCH-IT™

Crack Repair Kit

WHY REPLACE IT WHEN YOU COULD “PATCH-IT”

**Basic Kit:** your 5 gallon bucket includes:

1. 1 3629g or 8 lbs bag Patch IT Mix.
2. 1 pint size closed container with 12 oz of Patch IT Activator.
3. 1-5 gallon bucket that holds entire kit.
4. 4 half gallon size buckets for mixing.
5. 1– 4 oz 1/2 cup measuring scoop for mix (reusable)
6. 1-1/3 cup measuring container for activator (reusable)
7. 1-1” metal putty knife for mixing and applying Patch-IT substance
8. 1 pair nitrile gloves
9. 1 segmented diamond disc for cup grinder

*note: these qty are enough to provide for up to 4 batches of Patch-it.

**DELUXE Kit:** 5 gallon bucket with all basic kit supplies PLUS=

Includes: All of the items and qty in the Basic Kit PLUS...

1. A diamond cup grinder!
2. Also we’ll throw in a 1 gallon bucket of our Boron Nitride-A for finishing

**Patch IT Mix**

**Dangerous components:** aluminum oxide 89-96%

**Hazard description:** Not applicable.

**Information pertaining to particular dangers for man and environment:** The product does not have to be labeled due to the calculation procedure of international guidelines.

**Classification system:** The classification was made according to the latest editions of international substances lists, and expanded upon from company and literature data.

**Patch IT Activator**

**Dangerous components:** phosphoric acid 19-26%

**Hazard description:** Corrosive

**Information pertaining to particular dangers for man and environment:** The product has to be labeled due to the calculation procedure of international guidelines. Causes burns.

**Classification system:** The classification was made according to the latest editions of international substances lists, and expanded upon from company and literature data.

**Danger** - Causes severe skin burns and eye damage.

**Prevention:** Do not breathe dust/fume/gas/mist/vapors/spray.

**ENGINEERED FOR**

**Maximum Productivity**
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